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SUMMARY 
In this paper we prove that, if C is an elliptic urve of degree d on a general hypersurface V of 
degree 7of IP 4, then d is a multiple of 7. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Noether-Lefschetz heorem says that, if m_>4, the general surface 
SC IP 3 of degree m has Pic(S)=E. ~(1), which implies that any curve CCS 
is a complete intersection (see [G-H]). We recall that "general" means, in our 
set-up, that Se  pN_  W, where ~3N is the projective space of the surfaces of 
degree m in p3 and W is a countable union of subvarieties of pU. 
Motivated by such a result, in [G-HI the authors ask whether a general 
hypersurface V of degree m>__6 of p4 can contain curves C which are not 
complete intersection of V with a surface SC rP 4. Such a question seems, for 
the moment, excessive and in fact the same authors give several weaker 
statements, of which anyway the validity is not known. 
The first and weakest among these says: in the preceeding hypothesis, the 
degree of the curve C is a multiple of m. Here, building on ideas introduced 
by Clemens in [C], we prove that, if C is an elliptic curve of degree d on a 
general hypersurface V of degree 7 of p4, then d is a multiple of 7. In same 
way one could also prove that, if C is a smooth rational curve of degree d on 
a general hypersurface V of degree 6 of p4, then d is a multiple of 6. 
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2. Let V be a hypersurface of degree rn_>2 in [pn. Let Uv be the locus of V 
covered by an irreducible family of smooth algebraic curves of genus g and 
degree d. 
In [C] Clemens proves the following 
THEOREM. Let D be the codimension of U v in V, then, for V general, 
2 -2g  
D>_- -  +m-(n+ l) [] 
d 
Let's set n = 5 and rn = 7, i.e. V is a general hypersurface of degree 7 in ~ps. 
Then, for g= 1, we get from the theorem that Uv has codimension D>_ 1, i.e. 
dim Uv<_3. 
Setting now n =4 and m =7, let's denote with V' a general hypersurface of
degree 7 of p4 and with Uv, the locus of V' covered by an irreducible family 
of smooth algebraic curves of genus 1 and degree d. Then the theorem gives 
us that 
cod Uv, : =D'>_2, i.e. dim Uv,<_ 1. 
This implies that the elliptic curves on V' are at most a finite number for every 
degree. 
We want to prove the following 
THEOREM. Let C be an elliptic curve of degree d of a general hypersurface V' 
of degree 7 of p4. Then the degree of C is a multiple of 7 II 
We prove first the following 
LEMMA. Suppose that on the general hypersurface of degree 7 of rP 4 there 
exists at least an elliptic curve of degree d. Let V be a general hypersurface of
degree 7 of [p5 and let ® be an irreducible component of the family of the 
elliptic curves of V, which contains a curve C as above. Let Uv be the locus 
covered by the curves of ®. Then dim Uv=2.  
PROOF. Let H be a general hyperplane of p5 and let C be an elliptic curve of 
degree d of V, which is contained in H;  C certainly exists by our hypothesis. 
First of all we observe that C lies on at most two independent hyperplanes of 
Ps: in fact if three independent hyperplanes of IP 5 contain C, it would be a 
smooth plane curve, which is impossible. 
Let's consider now the following incidence correspondence 
v 5 
I=  {(C, H) /CCg}C~x P . 
The fact that C lies on at most two independent hyperplanes of IP 5 implies that 
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dim z~*(C)__<I, VC~(~, therefore dim ®->dim rq(I)->4, since dim 1_>5. 
Obviously this implies dim Uv> 1. 
Referring now to [C], § 3, and using the same notations, we know that there 
exist two useful bundles on C, T v and T, with T v ~ TC Nc, v. 
We recall the properties of T V now and about T later below. 
The sections of the tangent space to @ at C, considered as a subspace ~ of 
H°(Nc, v), lie in Tv and generate almost all fibres of T v. 
Moreover 
rk(Tv) = rk(Nc, v) - D = 3 - D <_ 2, 
in fact, since Uv is covered by the curves C, we may choose C¢:Sing Uv, so 
at a smooth point of U v the fibre of T v coincides, by construction, with the 
fibre of Ncn u, u, where U is a smooth open subset of Uv. 
Since Tv is generated almost everywhere by the global sections, deg Tv_>O; 
we prove now that deg Tv>O. 
We have already observed that dim @_> 4, so the dimension of the tangent 
space to ® in C is _>4. 
In other words the dimension of the subspace S°CH°(Tv) defined above is 
_> 4, which implies that Tv has more than two independent sections. Therefore 
T v cannot be the trivial bundle of rank 2, so deg Tv>O. 
Now, from the following relations: 
deg Nc, v=deg T/Tv+deg Tv+deg Nc, v /T  
and 
deg No, v /T> O, 
since Nc, v /T  is semi-positive [C], we get the inequality 
deg Nc, v>deg T/Tv.  
Referring again to [C] we know that 
q(T®L/Tv®L) ->O,  where L = ~p,,(1)[c, 
hence from the standard relation ([F], page 56 ex. 3.2.2) 
c I (T®L/T  v QL)  = rk(T/Tv) ,  c t (L) + cl (T/Tv)  
we have that 
deg (T/Tv)  = c I (T /Tv)  -> - deg L.  rk(T/Tv).  
Moreover the adjunction formula gives us that 
deg Arc, v = (n + 1 - m). deg L - (2 - 2g) = - deg L. 
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Recalling now that rkT<_n-2= 3 and rkTv= (n -2 ) -D= 3-D we get that 
D>_rk(T/Tv) so the preceeding relations give that 
D>_rk(T/Tv)>_ - deg (T/Tv)/deg L> 
> - deg Nc, v/deg L = deg L /deg  L = 1, 
hence D>I  and dim Uv=2, q.e.d. [] 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. F rom [S.G.A. 7 II,  X IX  1.3], for V general, any 
algebraic cohomology class in H4(V, 2~) is a rational multiple of the class [h2], 
where h is a hyperplane section of V; we claim that in fact any algebraic coho- 
mology class in H4(V, 7/) is an integral multiple of  [h2]. 
By duality, we may prove the claim working in homology.  
Let x be the generator of  Ha(V,Z)alg over ,Y, let 17 be the linear section in 
H4(V, 77), then r /=px ,  pe77- {0}; we have to prove that p= + 1. By Lefschetz 
Hyperp lane Theorem we have the surjection 
i. 
H4(V, 77)-----+ H4([p5, 77) (i: Vc-,PPs), 
then we denote with ~ a preimage of  the class of the plane in Ha(~P 5, 2~). Now, 
intersecting ¢ with r/, we get, by the projection formula,  
({, ~/) = ( i .{ , / )  = 1, 
where t denotes a linear subspace of  codimension 2 of  [ps, and r/= i*(/).  But 
({, ~/) =p(~, x), so, since ({, x) ~ Z, p has to be +_ 1. The previous lemma and the 
claim above allow us to state that the degree of  the surface Uv is a multiple 
of 7. 
Now let C be an elliptic curve of V' = V. H,  H general. Let C be contained 
in the irreducible surface Uv, as in the lemma above; by Bertini Theorem 
[H, 7.9.1], C '= Uv .11 is irreducible, hence C '= C. This proves that the degree 
of C is a multiple of  7, q.e.d. [] 
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